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a b s t r a c t 

Upon its approach to orbit the dwarf planet Ceres in early 2015, optical navigation and dedicated satellite 

search images were acquired with the Dawn mission’s framing camera 2. A team of searchers individually 

processed and examined the images for evidence of objects moving with Ceres. Completeness of search 

with respect to the space searched was calculated as a function of distance to Ceres and found to be 

complete down to 15 Ceres radii (Ceres’ mean radius is 470 km). Upper limits of detectable magnitude 

were determined for each observed set of images and an upper limit in size was calculated assuming for 

the putative objects, Ceres’ geometric albedo of 0.11. Nothing was found associated with Ceres down to a 

radius of 12 m for the most sensitive search, and down to a radius of 323 m for the least sensitive search 

circumstances. Examination of the physical properties of the 41 largest and most massive main belt aster- 

oids suggests that large asteroids without satellites are intact and their interiors have internal strength. 

This is consistent with results from the Dawn mission at both Vesta and Ceres. Ceres’ volatile-rich com- 

position also is a likely contributor to both the absence of satellites at Ceres and of Ceres meteorites at 

Earth. These results suggest that collisional disruption creating rubble pile structure is a necessary con- 

dition for formation of satellites around main belt asteroids. 

Published by Elsevier Inc. 
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. Introduction 

Scientists have searched for satellites around asteroids since

heir first discovery in the early 19th century to inventory

he content and structure of the Main Asteroid Belt (e.g.

erline et al., 2002 ) and the Trans-Neptune region of the So-

ar System ( Noll et al., 2008 ). Sometimes we find satellites (e.g.

hapman et al., 1995; Merline et al., 1999; Merline et al., 2002;

argot et al., 2002; Ryan et al., 2004; Marchis et al., 2005, 2016 ,

0 08, 20 09; Margot et al., 2015; Johnston, 2015; Marsset et al.,
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016 ), and many times, upper limits to the sizes of satellites that

re not found are reported ( Gehrels et al., 1987; Veverka et al.,

999 ; Merline et al., 2001 ; Marchis et al., 2016 ; Busch et al., 2009 ;

ieryla et al., 2011 ; McFadden et al., 2015 ; DeMario et al., 2016 ).

he presence or absence of satellites of asteroids provide observa-

ional clues to the formation and evolution of the asteroid belt and

ontribute to our understanding of the structure of the Solar Sys-

em. 

Searches for natural satellites of the largest main belt aster-

ids have been carried out with available observational techniques

 Gehrels et al., 1987 ; Marchis et al., 2016 ; Walsh, 2009 ) including

ight curve analysis, adaptive optics, radar and direct imaging. In

itu spacecraft provide an opportunity to search at closer range

nd imaging from the Galileo spacecraft revealed a satellite orbit-

ng the asteroid Ida ( Chapman et al., 1995 ). Prior to NASA’s Dawn

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2018.02.017
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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Fig. 1. Sum of 40 OpNav1 images ( Nathues et al., 2016a ), with no registration, 

shows the spacecraft’s drift over 61 minutes. Exposure times alternated between 

0.048 and 1 s. Perfect pointing would lead to a single disk. 
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spacecraft orbiting both Ceres and Vesta, the two largest bodies

in the Main Belt (mean radius 470 and 262 km respectively), ex-

isting ground and space-based telescopes were deployed to search

for any possible moons orbiting them ( McFadden et al., 2012, 2015 ;

Li et al., 2010 ; Bieryla et al., 2011 ; De Mario et al., 2016 ). The

limiting magnitude of the search, and a resultant size, assuming

a satellite with the same albedo as Ceres and Vesta, were deter-

mined. For Ceres, the possible detectable size was 1–2 km diame-

ter ( Bieryla et al., 2011 ). Li et al. (2010) used a coronograph and

imaged around Ceres with the Keck telescope and determined a

size limit of 1 km at 3 Cerean radii. Most recently, DeMario et al.

(2016) determined a diameter of 925 m upper limit out to 5 Cerean

radii and 48 m to a distance of 205,0 0 0 km (433 Ceres radii) using

images from Hubble Space Telescope’s Wide Field Camera 3. 

Here we report the results of the search conducted using one of

the framing cameras ( Sierks et al., 2011 ) on the Dawn spacecraft as

it approached Ceres (e.g. Rayman, 2017 ). We include our image ac-

quisition plan, results of multiple approaches by coauthors search-

ing for satellites and an analysis of the detectable upper limit to

the size of a satellite if any exists. We conclude that there are no

natural satellites or moons of Ceres down to a radius of 12–323 m

assuming Ceres’ albedo, consistent with and smaller than the re-

sults of DeMario et al. (2016) . 

We then examine the published physical properties (mass, den-

sity, spin rate) of the 41 largest and most massive main belt aster-

oids to consider the conditions that preclude or favor satellite for-

mation and discuss previously published mechanisms of multiple

system formation. We hypothesize that large and massive aster-

oids without satellites most likely have strong interiors and have

not been completely disrupted by catastrophic collisions and be-

cause of this, they do not have satellites. 

2. Imaging strategies and observations 

Our satellite search imaging strategy was designed considering

both previous experience from the Dawn mission’s search for satel-

lites at Vesta ( McFadden et al., 2015 ) and the state of the spacecraft

on approach to Ceres with only two of four reaction wheels still

operational ( Rayman and Mase, 2014 ). We followed principles of

the redesigned science plan for Ceres ( Polanskey et al., 2014, 2016 )

carrying out a science-driven satellite search. From the search at

Vesta we found that 20 s (short) exposures were more efficient

than the 270 s (long) exposures targeting fainter satellites because

many more images could be searched with little loss in sensitivity.

To place this in context, consider that a moving object sets its own

exposure time by remaining on a given 94 μrad pixel for a time

much shorter than the full duration of an exposure. As a conse-

quence, the signal-to-noise per pixel of the source would not in-

crease with increasing exposure time, thereby not contributing to

improving the detection limit. This effect is generally referred to as

trail loss. In our previous analysis of simulated moving targets im-

planted in images, the 270 s exposures at Vesta were 13.5 times

longer than the short exposures but yielded only 1.1 times the

number of objects found in the shorter exposures ( McFadden et al.,

2015 ). All dedicated satellite search exposures at Ceres were 2 s

long and performed in the clear filter, an exposure established tak-

ing into account the spacecraft’s larger attitude errors resulting

from the compromised attitude control. The drift, measured as the

spacecraft coasted from one edge of a deadband to another, was

∼1 px/s, on average, with some excursions higher. The deadband

width is different in each of the control axes so the camera bore-

sight traced out a broken linear path ( Fig. 1 ). We set the exposure

time by considering that the nominal drift rate of 90 μrad/s, almost

exactly 1 px/s, would produce acceptable stellar images with min-

imal smear. Stellar images can fall on the boundary of two pixels

or the corner of four pixels so it was concluded that a smear of
ne extra pixel would be acceptable – this set the exposure time

o 2 s. Power spectrum simulations by the attitude control team

howed that the drift velocities would largely remain below 1 px/s.

atellite search images were acquired and searched during optical

avigation (OpNav) sessions, and called ride-along images. We also

earched for satellites using the rotational characterization (RC) se-

uences RC1, RC2 and parts of RC3 that are described below in the

rder in which they were acquired. 

.1. Optical navigation ride along imaging 

On approach to Ceres, the Dawn spacecraft completed seven

ptical navigation imaging sessions pointing at Ceres using fram-

ng camera 2 (FC2) ( Nathues et al., 2016a,b,d,f,g,h,i ). The first two

 Nathues et al., 2016a,b ) consisted of 40 clear-filter images of al-

ernating 48 and 10 0 0 ms exposures ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). OpNav 3–

 ( Nathues et al., 2016d,f,g,h,i ) included 180 additional satellite

earch ride-along images of 2 s exposures with Ceres nearly cen-

ered in the field of view (FOV). Up to five different searchers pro-

essed and searched the images for evidence of objects other than

tars and Ceres. Table 1 contains observing dates, positions and pa-

ameters needed to calculate an upper limit of detection of a pos-

ible satellite and its size that is presented in Section 4 . 

.2. Dedicated satellite search 

Two additional dedicated satellite search segments were

lanned and executed on either side of OpNav 3, named Moon-

earch 1A, 1B ( Nathues et al., 2016c,e ). Commanded pointing was

ffset from Ceres ( Fig. 3 , top and bottom). Search 1 included 12

maging activities with each activity consisting of sixteen 2 s ex-

osures using the clear filter with 9 s cadence between exposures

 Fig. 3 , middle). The latter was set by the fastest image repetition

ate recommended for FC operations. There was then a ∼100 s wait

etween each activity ( Fig. 3 , middle). After a set of 4 activities,

alled a ‘station’, observations were paused for ∼45 min and the

et of 4 activities were conducted twelve times. There was a pause

f 3.75 h between satellite search 1 and 2. For the second search,

he framing camera pointed as depicted in Fig. 3 , bottom and con-

isted of 16 instances of the same activity (not shown in Fig. 3 ).
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Fig. 2. Framing camera’s orientation in space. Left: a 5 °× 5 ° sky survey photograph centered on image 32,651, the first OpNav 1 frame. Right: framing camera image 32,651 

showing Ceres (brightest feature), the CCD’s readout smear (a broad trail extending from Ceres). Bright stars used to compute the image orientation with respect to the 

equatorial coordinate system are circled in both Left and Right. 

Table 1 

Observing Parameters for Ceres Satellite Search including estimated detection limits in Magnitude and upper limits in Radius of Possible Satellites. 

UTC Sequence Range(km) Phase ( °) Sub-Ceres Dec ( °) Sun-SC (AU) ExpTime (s) V-Mag Mag(PhaseCorr) Radius (m) Searcher 

2015-01-13T20:20:50 OPNAV 1 383,111 26 -22 2.83 1 10.8 9.4 191 1,2,3,4,5 

2015-01-25T22:21:22 OPNAV 2 238,100 23 -19 2.84 1 10.8 9.5 113 1,2,3,4,5 

2015-02-04T05:01:06 MoonSearch 1A 147,707 19 -15 2.85 2 11.7 10.5 44 1 

2015-02-04T07:46:06 OPNAV 3 146,722 18 -15 2.85 2 12.8 11.7 26 1,3,4,5 

2015-02-04T11:03:06 MoonSearch 1B 145,548 18 -15 2.85 2 11.7 ∗ 10.6 42 1,3 

2015-02-04T11:03:06 MoonSearch 1B’ 145,548 18 -15 2.85 2 12.8 ∗ 11.7 25 1 

2015-02-25T19:07:36 OPNAV 4 40,450 96 32 2.86 2 12.8 9.0 25 1,2 

2015-03-02T00:32:56 OPNAV 5 49,417 123 30 2.86 2 12.8 7.5 59 1,2 

2015-04-10T08:06:46 OPNAV 6 33,734 131 45 2.89 2 12.8 6.9 55 1,2 

2015-04-15T08:11:03 OPNAV 7 22,827 90 85 2.89 2 12.8 9.2 12 1,2 

2015-04-29T06:20:01 RC3 HIGH PHASE 

NORTH 1A 

14,002 155 20 2.90 5 10.5 1.1 323 1 

Notes: UTC is time of first image in each Sequence ( Nathues et al., 2016a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j ). ∗MoonSearch 1B limiting magnitude calculated from 16 stacked images, effective 

exposure time of 32 s. MoonSearch 1B’ is limiting magnitude calculated from 64 stacked images, effective exposure time of 128 s. 
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he 100 s wait time was to allow any orbiting body to change its

osition relative to Ceres. There was a trade-off in that a shorter

ait time might not allow much satellite motion but a longer wait

ime would risk allowing attitude drift of the spacecraft to reduce

he amount of image overlap needed for blinking (searching). 

The two offset pointings were chosen to include Ceres’ equato-

ial plane. If there were any satellites physically located between

he spacecraft and Ceres, we would have a fainter detection limit,

ecause they are closer, and there would be a chance to observe

hem twice if they were in prograde equatorial orbits, the most

ikely case. In this case any satellite in the first search region could

ossibly move into the second search region, improving the relia-

ility of the detection and offering improved chances of a higher

uality orbit determination. 

.3. Star tracker search 

The Dawn spacecraft carries two Sodern SED-16 star-trackers

 Krebs et al., 20 0 0 ) to provide attitude knowledge. Of these, the + Y

xis tracker ( Vanelli et al., 2008 ) was used to search for satellites of

eres from Jan 27, 2015 to Feb. 21, 2015, as the spacecraft traveled

rom 218,0 0 0 km to 41,0 0 0 km range from Ceres. The star tracker

onsists of a 1024 by 1024 pixel CCD masked to a circular field of

iew of 12.5 ° half-angle. The optical system’s response is close to

he R curve in the UVBRI photometric system ( Bessell, 1990 ) and

ould detect a neutrally-colored, C-type satellite with a Ceres-like
lbedo as above, down to visual magnitude + 4.0 with 20 ms in-

egration. A very red body might be detected down to magnitude

 5.5 or better. Under ideal illumination conditions and absent op-

osition surge, the star tracker could detect a 0.5 km radius C-type

bject at a distance of 60,0 0 0 km. A calibration using non-variable

tars found the 1-sigma deviation in the magnitude measurements

o be 0.035 magnitude and the 1-sigma error in position measure-

ents to be 17 ′′ . The instrument carries no optical filters. 

Data for the satellite search were sampled by placing the star

racker into a mode reporting the measured position and magni-

ude of up to 17 objects. These objects can be stars, noise due

o energetic particles or distant astronomical bodies including, po-

entially, satellites of Ceres. Data were collected in “sessions” con-

isting of ten samples taken over 2 s to provide multiple measure-

ents in order to allow subtraction of the noise which varies from

ample to sample. Each of these sessions was then repeated at 2 h

ntervals to capture the motion of any satellites across the field of

iew. Data were collected when the spacecraft was using its ion

ngine for maneuvering into orbit. This was to avoid competing

or data volume with the science instruments, which are normally

ff while the ion engine is in use. Since directed propulsion re-

uires specific spacecraft orientations and the star tracker is fixed

o the spacecraft body, the star tracker pointing was not targeted

ut rather rode along observing whatever section of the sky was

resented to it (opportunistic pointing). 
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Fig. 3. Dedicated satellite search 1A beginning February 4, 2017. Top: Framing cam- 

era footprint with respect to Ceres (solid dot) for Search 1A pointing. Inside box 

is 5 °× 5 °, outside box extends the fov by 0.64 ° due to spacecraft drift. Middle: 

Schematic of data acquisition where vertical line is one image acquisition. Four ac- 

tivities comprise one station and acquisition sequence was conducted 12 times for 

satellite search 1A. Satellite search 1B used the same pattern, conducted 16 times. 

Bottom: orientation of image frame with respect to Ceres (solid dot) for search 1B. 
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After February 21, 2015, an anomaly occurred in star tracker 1.

Though it was quickly corrected, Dawn project and science person-

nel determined the risk to the mission exceeded the potential for

further scientific gain and the star tracker mode of satellite search

was terminated. While several investigations of candidate satellites

in the data set were initiated, none of these candidates met or ex-

ceeded the minimum criteria for detection of a satellite. 

2.4. Final satellite search during rotational characterization 3 (RC3) 

RC3 was Dawn’s first science orbit at Ceres, at an average

altitude of 13,600 km. Although no satellite searches had been

planned during this phase, we realized that high phase dust/plume

search images would be comparable to earlier satellite search

imaging. Upon closer examination, only the High Phase North001

images had overlapping frames suitable for satellite searching.

These had a cadence of three minutes. Images acquired during

this phase were searched and the results are reported below in

Section 3.1 . 

3. Data processing and search approaches 

Five individual searchers calibrated, registered, stacked and

searched images for evidence of moving objects. Searchers 1 and

2 determined the limiting magnitude of their effort s through cal-

ibration with star catalogues accessed by the software used. In

McFadden et al. (2015) , we calibrated the searchers’ magnitude de-

tection limits using implanted moving objects. Given the time and

effort involved in searching we saw no reason to repeat that exer-

cise for this effort. All searchers employed image processing tech-

niques to enhance detection of motion of objects relative to Ceres.

Searcher 5 used an algorithm derived for computer-automated ob-

ject detection that compares identified objects to those in a star

catalogue ( McFadden et al., 2015 and references therein). Multiple

people searched the data with the idea that different approaches

and more eyes would improve the rigor of our effort s. These ef-

forts were also limited by available personnel and resources. No
atellites were found by any searcher. We report the approaches

nd what was observed below and in Section 4 . In-flight calibra-

ion of Dawn’s framing cameras can be found in Schröder et al.

2013) . Every observer performed image registration that isolates

mage features that can be either an object in Ceres’ orbit, par-

icles detached from the spacecraft, hot or cold pixels or cosmic

ays. To meet the criterion of a Ceres moon, any suspected satellite

as to be present in each image and to have an image point spread

unction. None were found. 

.1. Searcher 1 

The images were processed via the astrometry.net service

 Lang et al., 2010 ) using the USNO-B1.0 catalogue ( http://ad.usno.

avy.mil/star/star _ cats _ rec.html ) to produce world coordinate sys-

em (WCS) information for each image. USNO-B1.0 presents right

scension and declination, proper motion and magnitude esti-

ates. It is estimated that the positional error at current epoch

s near 200 mas (milliarcseconds). Registering the stars permits co-

dding of images and thus establishes a reference frame for detect-

ng motion while blinking. Co-adding furthermore, increases the

ensitivity to faint objects such as slow-moving satellites or fixed

tars. Ceres and the background stars are in a slightly different po-

ition on each frame due to attitude drift. Because of spacecraft

otion perpendicular to the bore sight of FC2, Ceres moves rela-

ive to the background stars (parallax motion). Working with raw

mages with no hot-pixel subtraction adds a difficulty in that by

egistering to the stars, all the hot pixels are in apparent motion.

ecause in this late phase of the mission there are many hot pix-

ls, their motion is easily noted by their common direction and

ate. It is only the objects that move differently than the hot pix-

ls that catch our interest. Blinking co-added sets of images allows

s to search for those objects that have regular motion relative to

he fixed stars. If we had found any potential satellite candidates,

heir positions would have been reported using the UCAC3 posi-

ions which have an accuracy far better than the centroid accuracy

f the FC point spread function. 

Images were stacked in sets of 16 to produce 4, 32 s expo-

ures. These four images were blinked in the program Astrometrica

 Raab, 2013 ) that uses the UCAC3 star catalog ( http://tdc-www.

arvard.edu/catalogs/ucac3.html ). Blinking consists of displaying

ach of the frames for a short interval, then the next frame, and

hen repeated continuously. The blinking was repeated, with the

earcher visually inspecting sections of the image stacks method-

cally looking for moving objects with regular motion. Some arti-

acts appeared to be moving, but none had a stellar point spread

unction representing light passing through the optics. If the at-

itude drift velocities happened to be slow, several stations could

hen be blinked together, co-adding the 64 images of each station

o produce three frames each of effective exposure time of 128 s.

hese are displayed in Fig. 4 . 

.1.1. Satellite searches during RC3 

During RC3 ( Fig. 5 ), it was possible to have good overlap for up

o ten 5 s images and the presence of the dark surface of Ceres al-

owed inspection of the nadir field for moving objects that might

ross below Dawn. Ceres occupied a large part of the central FC

OV during RC3 imaging and the standard astrometric registration

ailed because of missing stars. We were able to isolate corners of

2 ° × 2 ° FOV that could be astrometrically solved and thus provide

n inferred solution for each field. The prime value of an astromet-

ic solution is both registration and prediction of background as-

eroids that could confuse the search. Because there are very few

probably zero) background asteroids it was decided to bypass the

ormal astrometric registration and employ a manual process. 

http://ad.usno.navy.mil/star/star_cats_rec.html
http://tdc-www.harvard.edu/catalogs/ucac3.html
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Fig. 4. Three, full-frame (5.5 °× 5.5 °), co-registered stacks of 64 images from moon search 1. These three sets were blinked to affect the most sensitive search to detection 

limit of magnitude 12.8. The first image in the left stack is FC21A0032731_15035050107F1B.fit. 

Fig. 5. RC3 North image (FC21A0 03550 0_15119072617F1A) displayed so as to reveal 

background stars used to register, blink and search for satellites. 
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Fig. 6. OpNav 6 co-added images with outside frame 500 × 500 pixels from Ceres 

center. 
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The High Phase North001 data were broken up into 18 sets of

en, 5 s images. For each set the individual images were inspected

rst for pairs of alignment stars that were well-separated, and re-

ained both on-frame and unblocked by Ceres for all ten images.

uch pairs were found for 16 of the 18 sets. The other two sets

ere shortened to 9 or 8 frames for which there were acceptable

lignment stars. Each set covered 30 min for a total of 9 h of imag-

ng. 

Each set was then automatically registered to these alignment

tars to produce ten images in which the background stars were at

he same fixed positions. Maxim-DL-IP (2008) , a software program

hat is designed to control any commercial CCD camera, control

ny commercial telescope, and provide the ability to calibrate and

educe any CCD image was used to perform this alignment. The

mage processing (-IP) version does not incorporate camera and

elescope control functions, thus freeing up memory space for in-

ensive image manipulation. It does not use a star catalog and

as used only for blinking in complex situations that Astrometrica

ould not handle. The ten images were then expanded by a factor

f four and the blinked images were searched for moving objects.
ny moving objects brighter than magnitude 10.5 would have been

etected. 

.2. Searcher 2 

A series of 5 images from OpNav 1 were co-added and searched

isually for trails of objects moving in a direction different than

ackground stars. For OpNav 2 images, all 1 s exposures on Ceres

ere registered, expanded by a factor of 2 and an 800 × 800 pixel

ub-frame was extracted from the original image. The first 3 and

ast 3 images were added, then the first from last was subtracted,

s was also done in McFadden et al. (2015) . OpNav 4 motion was

oderate and almost in one direction therefore all 20, 2 s expo-

ure images were registered, adding the first 10 and second 10.

he background stars form a series of dotted lines. For OpNav 5

nd 6 two techniques were used. Ride-along search images were

o-added in stacks of 20, followed by looking for evidence of trails

oving in directions different from background stars ( Fig. 6 ). Sec-

ndly, the stacks were blinked and searched close to Ceres. The

imiting magnitude is ∼11.5. 
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Twenty, 1.5 s images were registered on Ceres and co-added in

OpNav 6 ( Fig. 6 ). The first image is FC21A0034269, and subsequent

images are named by adding 11 to the name of the first. Satel-

lites would have a point spread function and a trail in a direction

different from the background stars. The streak at the 8 o’clock po-

sition is a cosmic ray because it has no point spread function and

is partly illuminated on the dark side of Ceres. Three additional

cosmic rays can be seen in this image too. 

3.3. Searcher 3 

The dedicated satellite search method of searcher 3 is illus-

trated in Fig. 7 . We began by averaging all images in the sequence

acquired at each observational station of the satellite search activ-

ity. To increase the probability of detection we inspected the aver-

age displayed on a logarithmic brightness scale ( Fig. 7 a). By means

of their proper motion moons would show up as trails similar to

stars, but with different direction and length. As a sanity check, we

also combined the first, middle, and last image acquired at the sta-

tion in a Red-Green-Blue color composite ( Fig. 7 b). Real objects like

stars and moons, i.e. not cosmic rays, must show up in all three

colors on a trail. This revealed no obvious moon candidates. We

then registered all images within a sequence to the middle image

of the sequence. In the average of the registered images (again dis-

played on a logarithmic brightness scale), hot and cold pixels show

up as thin trails ( Fig. 7 c). Moons with large enough proper motion

would show up as a faint trail that is wider than that of hot pix-

els due to the PSF. Note that the edges of the frame do not have

complete overlap and cannot be searched. To assess the nature of

a typical hot pixel trail a fake hot pixel was inserted in the center

of all images prior to averaging. Due to the unavailability of recent

dark frames hot pixels were plentiful, but no obvious moon can-

didates were identified. The searcher then subtracted the median

of the registered images ( Fig. 7 d) from the average of the regis-

tered images. This method removes the celestial background and

leaves only cosmic rays, moons, and hot pixel trails ( Fig. 7 e). Alter-

natively, we applied a 3-pixel wide median filter to each registered

image row prior to calculating the median over all images ( Fig. 7 f).

This ensures the removal of hot pixel trails, but may also decrease

the brightness of moon trails. No moving objects associated with

Ceres were found and the photometric limit of detection was not

determined by this searcher. 

3.4. Searchers 4 and 5 

Searcher 4 uses unsharp-mask filtering to enhance high fre-

quency signal and decrease obscuration from scattered light. A vi-

sual search for evidence of a point spread function is made. Af-

ter registration, the frames were blinked looking for point-spread

functions moving with Ceres. This searcher searched OpNav’s 1–3

including the dedicated satellite search sequences. No moving ob-

jects associated with Ceres were detected. 

Searcher 5 searched OpNav’s 1–3 using an algorithm for auto-

mated object detection and compares identified objects to those in

star catalogues. Each image was then processed through a series of

common pipeline steps including dark removal, bias subtraction,

flat-field removal, and unsharp-masking. Following these steps, an

image detection algorithm based on DAOPHOT ( Stetson, 1987 ) was

applied to find objects with a Gaussian PSF and reject any objects

found within a couple pixels of known hot/bad pixels. The approxi-

mate WCS solution ( Section 3.1 ) was used to automatically identify

stars from the Guide Star Catalog (GSC) ( Lasker et al., 2008 ) and

UCAC3 ( Zacharias et al., 2010 ) catalogs. No moving objects asso-

ciated with Ceres were detected. Limiting magnitudes were deter-

mined by performing PSF photometry on all detected objects and
hen calibrating the relationship using the known magnitudes of

tars in the field present in the GSC catalog. 

Limiting detection magnitude for OpNav 1 and 2 of 1 s expo-

ures is mag 9.5. The moon search sequence with 2 s exposures

ad a limiting detection magnitude of 10.6 and OpNav 3, with 1.5 s

xposures had a limiting magnitude of 9.9. 

.5. Star tracker search 

The star tracker data were returned in a tabular format rather

han as an image, and software was created to graphically display

he data. All detected objects were plotted against a star chart and

un as a movie to allow human reviewers to search for objects

oving across the field of view. Positional data from any poten-

ial satellites were extracted and sent to a specially modified ver-

ion of FindOrb ( Dymock, 2007 ), which would attempt to compute

he orbit of the body about Ceres, along with orbit residuals and

stimated absolute magnitudes. 

The minima criteria for a positive discovery of a satellite was

ts detection in at least three consecutive sessions and following a

ath with an orbit that closed on Ceres with residuals less than 1 ′ .
he data from a session would be rejected if it was found to match

ny of the following conditions: (1) its position was within the

.5 ′′ of the expected location of a star in either the star tracker’s

wn catalog, or (2) against stars in the Catalog of Positions and

roper Motions ( Bastian and Roser, 1993 ) and the General Cata-

ogue of Variable Stars ( Samus et al., 2001 ) screened down to vi-

ual magnitude + 7.0, or (3) against the de430 ephemerides of the

lanets ( Acton, 1996 ), or (4) the 300 brightest comets and aster-

ids as determined from the codes_30 0ast_2010 0705 ephemerides

 Acton, 1996 ). 

. Results 

This search was carried out with images acquired between Jan-

ary 13 and April 29, 2015 when the spacecraft was 383,0 0 0–

4,0 0 0 km from Ceres’ center. No known main belt asteroids were

resent in the FC2 field of view during that time. No trail with

 different direction and length relative to the background stars

as found in registered and stacked images during any of the Op-

av ride along activities. Likewise, nothing was found during blink-

ng of images acquired during the dedicated satellite search, nor

y processing and filtering registered and stacked images acquired

uring RC3. None of the candidates in the star tracker search met

or exceeded the minimum criteria for detection of a satellite. 

.1. Artifacts 

An out of focus particle receding from the spacecraft was de-

ected in OpNav 2 and another during the dedicated satellite

earch ( Fig. 7 b). Occasionally a glancing cosmic ray produced a

ong streak ( Fig. 6 ) as described in McFadden et al. (2015) . A third

rtifact type was detected upon examining limb images of Ceres

 Fig. 8 ) during the low altitude mapping orbit (LAMO). In these two

mages, sunlight illuminates the high point of a crater rim and the

otation of Ceres produces a trail of illuminated pixels that trace

eres motion and spacecraft drift against the background stars. The

rails have different orientations than stars and meet the criterion

or objects following Ceres motion, yet the illuminated region is

ikely a crater wall appearing over Ceres’ limb. 

.2. Search completeness 

We ran Monte Carlo simulations to assess the completeness of

pace searched during our satellite search at Ceres and call this
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Fig. 7. Satellite search 1 image processing includes a 550 × 550-pixel extraction from lower left image corner. (a) Average of all 64 images (image names ending in 32,731–

32,794) acquired in one station as defined in Section 2.2 . The bright region at bottom right is stray light from Ceres, which is present just outside the FOV. (b) RBG color 

composite of the first, middle, and last image of the sequence. An out-of-focus particle observed close to the spacecraft is spherical, larger than star images and visible in 

green. (c) The average of all images registered to the middle image of the sequence. Note the artificial hot pixel in the upper right corner. (d) The median of all registered 

images, showing the clean celestial background. (e) The average minus the median ((c)–(d)), revealing the dust particle (overlapping and spherical) hidden in the stray 

light. (f) As (e) but with the registered images filtered with a 3-pixel wide median filter prior to calculating the median over all images, removing the hot pixel trails. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article) . 
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Fig. 8. Two 5 s exposures from LAMO cycle 10 (image 76,936 and 76,937) taken 54.8 s apart are displayed in logarithmic brightness stretch. Two sets of trails are formed by 

illumination of peaks on a crater wall. Four stars are noted by numbers 1–4 with constant trail brightness and different orientation. Bottom panel: In an expanded view of 

the limb trails, the group boxed in red (left in each panel) becomes brighter with increased illumination as Ceres rotates. The green group (within dotted rectangle) had not 

rotated into view in image 76,936 but appeared 54.8 s later (solid box at right). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Detection probability vs. orbital radius to Ceres using the FC field of view 

and pointing derived from a model of 10 6 satellites in orbit around Ceres. Shaded 

region is 1–3% of Hill radius (440 Ceres radii), dashed line is 0.02 of Hill radius and 

solid line is 0.25 Hill radius, regions where main-belt asteroid satellites have been 

found per Marchis et al. (2016) . 
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"geometric completeness". For this purpose, we generated one mil-

lion test satellites in circular orbits with orbital radii from 1 to

500 Ceres radii, orbital inclinations uniformly distributed within

10 ° from the equatorial plane, and their ascending nodes randomly

distributed over 0 ° to 360 °. The orbital period of a test satellite

is determined by the mass of Ceres and its orbital radius. With

uniformly distributed positions in orbits for all test satellites at an

arbitrary start time, we calculated their projected coordinates on

the sky relative to Ceres at the times that every image was col-

lected. After doing this calculation for all images acquired during

the OpNav 3 satellite search phase sequence, if a test satellite ap-

pears within the FOVs and is not blocked by Ceres’ disk in three

or more images, we consider this test satellite as being detected.

The completeness of detection at orbital radius r from Ceres’ cen-

ter is then the fraction of satellites with orbital radii between r and

r + dr that are detected with respect to all test satellites within this

orbital radius range in the simulation. Fig. 9 shows the results of

this simulation. 

For satellites with orbital radii less than ∼15 Ceres radii, our

search is complete in a geometric sense, i.e., without considering

the scattered light from Ceres that could hide a faint satellite in

the glare near Ceres. The arc that a satellite spends in orbit behind

Ceres approximately follows arcsin( r −1 ) ∼ r −1 for large r , while its

angular orbital speed follows r −1.5 , the time that a satellite spends

behind Ceres approximately follows r 0.5 , i.e., increases with orbital

radius. Within 15 Ceres radii, the maximum time that a satellite in

circular orbit can spend behind Ceres is 2.7 h, while the full du-

ration of our satellite search sequence is 9 h. Therefore, no satel-

lite can be completely blocked by Ceres in our satellite search se-

quence. 

For satellites with orbital radii greater than 15 Ceres radii, the

search completeness drops sharply. This boundary is determined

by the FOV of the Dawn FC. For satellites with orbital radii larger

than the FOV, the probability for them to be in the FOV is propor-
ional to r −1 for large r compared to Ceres radius, which approxi-

ately defines the shape of the completeness curve towards large

 . At about 120 Ceres radii, the completeness drops to below 1%,

hich is considered the boundary of our satellite search. Note that

he Hill radius of Ceres is 440 Ceres radii. 

As noted above, the completeness estimate from this simulation

s entirely determined by the geometric parameters of our satellite

earch images, including the FOV, the image orientation, the orbital

arameters of simulated satellites, and the timing of all the im-

ges. Therefore, the geometric completeness estimate is the same

or a satellite of any size and is independent of the brightness de-

ection limit that is constrained by detector sensitivity, sky back-

round, scattered light from Ceres that is discussed in Section 4.3 . 
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In considering the instrument response in a completeness anal-

sis, a completeness curve as a function of distance to Ceres

ould be determined by the detector sensitivity, including detector

oise, sky background, and scattered light from Ceres. This func-

ion would be called “brightness limited completeness” and is dif-

erent for different size intervals of a possible Ceres’ satellite. For

xample, if we consider a 10 km radius satellite, then its bright-

ess limit completeness curve would be a straight line at 100% re-

ardless of the distance from Ceres, because it is brighter than our

etection limit anywhere in the image, even close to Ceres because

t is much brighter than the scattered light. If we consider, e.g., a

 km satellite, then its brightness completeness is low at close dis-

ance to Ceres because of the scattered light from Ceres, but be-

omes 100% at some distance where the Ceres scattered light is no

onger an issue. If we consider a smaller satellite, say 100 m, then

ts completeness is probably 0 at close distance to Ceres where

cattered light is overwhelming, but will only be probably 30% at

arge distance because its brightness is not much higher than sky

ackground plus detector noise. The final completeness curve is

he product of the geometric completeness curve and the bright-

ess limit completeness curve for each size bin. Instead of calcu-

ated brightness completeness curves, Searcher 1 determined the

pper limit for magnitude detection for each sequence searched

nd is discussed next. 

.3. Limiting magnitude and radius upper limits 

The magnitude limit for each portion of the search depends

n the effective exposure time determined from blinking of

tacked images. For the purpose of this discussion, the limiting V-

agnitude is that of the faintest detectable stars as determined by

earcher 1. For OpNav 1 and OpNav 2, limiting magnitude was 10.8.

or OpNavs 3–7, the ride-along image sets were stacked together in

roups of 10 to give 18 images of 20 s exposure each. These were

hen blinked to look for brighter, faster objects, then restacked into

 groups of 60 images to give 3 stacked frames of 120 s effective

xposure time. Any moving objects in the 60 frame stacks brighter

han V magnitude 12.8 would have been detected. These 120 s ex-

osures are most sensitive to distant, slow moving satellites, those

hat would not move more than a pixel during the exposure. 

The dedicated moon search images, with Ceres at the edge or

utside of the field of view, consisted of 192 frames on one side of

eres (Moon Search 1) and 256 off to the other (Moon Search 2)

 Fig. 3 ). Given the approach geometry, these images allow for the

ossibility of an equatorial satellite between Dawn and Ceres to be

bserved in both image sets. Each set of 16 images was searched

or fast moving objects. Then the stack of 16 was blinked against

he other 3 stacked images to look for fainter objects. The 16 image

tacks would have a limiting magnitude for moving object detec-

ion of about V = 11.7. If there was enough spatial overlap between

ourly units then the entire 64 image set was stacked to give an

ffective exposure time of 128 s and these long exposures would

e blinked for the deepest searches for distant satellites with a

imit of about V = 12.8 magnitude. The final search was conducted

uring RC3. Any moving objects brighter than magnitude V = 10.5

ould have been detected. None were found. 

The limiting magnitudes were then corrected for illumina-

ion geometry using IAU HG ( Dymock, 2007 ) photometric system

ith H = 3.17, G = 0.016 as derived from Dawn FC clear filter (F1,

ierks et al., 2011 ) approach data covering phase angles up to

55 °. Then, using Ceres geometric albedo, 0.11 ( Li et al., 2015 ),

he upper limit to the size of any detectable satellite was calcu-

ated ( Table 1 ). The possible radius of detectable satellites ranges

rom 191 to 113 m in OpNav 1 and 2. With the Ride Along imag-

ng in OpNav 3–7, the detection limit is as small as 59 m (due

o high phase angle) or 12 m at OpNav 7. The deepest dedicated
atellite search processing resulted in a radius limit of 25 m. One

f the RC3 searches also reached this same size limit while at

 distance to Ceres of 14,0 0 0 km allowing the search to be con-

ucted closer to Ceres than any previous search effort. Note that

hese results assume any satellite has the same geometric albedo

s Ceres (0.11 for these calculations) and if the size limit is de-

ived from the updated geometric albedo of 0.085 ( Li et al., 2016 )

he limiting size would be 14% larger. These results extend the

earch for satellites of Ceres an order of magnitude below that re-

orted by Bieryla et al. (2011) from Hubble Space Telescope and

round-based observations in 2003 and 2004, and a factor of two

elow the 2014 search with Hubble Space Telescope reported by

eMario et al. (2016) . We also note that these size limits are 1–

 orders of magnitude smaller than the size of satellites found

round other main belt asteroids, for example, Yang et al. (2016) ,

arsset et al. (2016) , Descamps et al. (2011) and others noted be-

ow. 

. Discussion 

Searches of processed framing camera images from the Dawn

pacecraft have yielded no satellite of Ceres larger than 323 m or

2 m radius (the range of values at different observing sets listed in

able 1 ) and 16- or 5 m radius for Vesta ( McFadden et al., 2015 ). To

ddress the absence of satellites around the two largest and most

assive asteroids and possibly constrain the conditions resulting

n the existence or formation of natural satellites around other as-

eroids, we compiled the physical properties of 41 main belt as-

eroids with measured masses and diameter > 65 km ( Baer, 2012 ),

ncluding those that have natural satellites ( Johnston, 2015, 2016 )

 Table 2 and Fig. 10 a–c). We also review and summarize effort s to

lace upper limits on the size of satellites with an eye to observ-

ng any relationship between the physical properties of asteroids

ith and those without satellites for purposes of revealing the con-

itions conducive to satellite formation associated with large aster-

ids. 

.1. Summary of previous satellite searches around protoplanets 

A search for satellites around 2 Pallas, the third largest asteroid

as conducted using adaptive optics on the Gemini Planet Imager

nd no moon was found to an observational limit of 0.25 km radius

t < 1.2 ′′ from Pallas ( Marchis and Vega, 2014 ). Upper limits from

ull searches for 52 Europa (0.4 km radius, Gradie and Flynn, 1988 ),

5 Eunomia (0.2 km radius, Gradie and Flynn, 1988 ), and 324

amberga (0.2 km, Gradie and Flynn, 1988 ) have been reported.

illis et al. (1981) report no secondary occultations attributable to

 companion for 3 Juno from 15 photometric observations. Twelve

bserved stellar occultations by 88 Thisbe ( Millis et al., 1983 ) also

roduced no evidence of satellites. There are no reported satellite

earches found in the literature for the 17 other asteroids listed in

able 2 with no satellites. 

Of these forty-one, relatively large and massive main belt as-

eroids, 12 ( ∼30%) do have satellites. One half of the 12 are mul-

iple systems. 87 Silvia, has two moons ( Marchis et al., 2005 ), as

oes 45 Eugenia ( Merline et al., 1999 , Marchis et al., 20 07, 20 08b ),

3 Minerva ( Marchis et al., 2005 ), 107 Camilla ( Marsset et al.,

016 ; Storrs et al., 2001 ), 130 Elektra ( Yang et al., 2014, 2016 ) and

16 Kleopatra ( Marchis et al., 2008 ; Descamps et al., 2011 ). Five

f these multiples have densities < 1.5 g/cm 

3 , and rotation peri-

ds less than 6 h, slightly faster than main belt asteroids in gen-

ral, with rotation rates between 5–12 h (e.g. Pravec et al., 2002 ).

1 Daphne, and 121 Hermione ( Descamps et al., 2009 ) each have

 single satellite that is an order of magnitude or more, smaller

han the primary. These satellite systems may have formed during

eaccretion after a disruptive collision event ( Marchis et al., 2005 ).
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Fig. 10. (a) Density vs. Mass plot of asteroids without satellites (open circles) and those with satellites (grey lobed circles and inverted triangles). This plot implies no effect 

of local gravity on the presence of satellites. (b). Spin rate vs. mass for asteroids without (open circles) and with (lobed circles and inverted triangles) satellites. The spin 

rate of those with satellites varies across the shaded region and there is overlap between the two populations. Ceres is the filled circle. (c). Spin rate vs. Density of asteroids 

without satellites (open circles) and those with satellites (lobed circles and inverted triangles). 
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Their stability in time depends on resonances within the asteroid

belt (e.g. Frouard and Compère, 2012 ). 

5.2. Mass, density, spin rate of large asteroids 

One would think that a massive, dense asteroid would favor re-

taining a co-orbiting satellite, however Fig. 10 a indicates that the

field of mass and density (shaded region) with satellites (filled

lobes and inverted triangles) overlaps with asteroids that don’t

have satellites (open circles). Compare Ceres to the Pluto system

that formed plausibly from a giant impact ( Canup, 2005 ) and sub-

sequent reaccretion after collision ( Stern et al., 2006 ). Ceres’ sur-

face gravity is approximately half that of Pluto’s (0.28/0.62) and

4 times greater (0.28/0.07) than that of asteroid 87 Sylvia, also a

multiple system, as is Pluto. It seems that gravity is not the con-

trolling factor for the existence of multiple asteroid systems. Nei-

ther mass nor density are indicators of the presence nor absence

of a satellite suggesting that local gravity doesn’t play a role in re-

tention of material after catastrophic collision of an asteroid. 

In Fig. 10 b, spin rate is plotted against mass showing that the

relatively massive asteroids with no satellites have a wider and

overlapping range of rotation periods than those asteroids with

satellites and that the spin distribution of asteroids with satel-

lites ranges from 2.87–5.79 d 

−1 . On the other hand, Fig. 10 c show-

ing spin rate vs. density and Fig. 10 a both show that most aster-

oids with satellites have lower density and therefore can be con-
idered rubble piles. They generally have higher spin rates too. In

alsh and Jacobson (2015) , they note that for large asteroids >

0 km (all in our sample are), YORP-related thermal effects are not

ignificant and they are not likely to disrupt from this mechanism.

his raises the question as to whether fast spinning asteroids dis-

upt or that disrupted asteroids are spun up as a consequence of

isruption? In either case, high spin rate is a necessary but not

ufficient condition that is associated with the presence of aster-

id satellites. In the context of the data collated here, satellite for-

ation mechanisms including post collision reaccretion and binary

ormation of asteroids, it seems that the larger asteroids that re-

ain intact, are not likely to have natural satellites or exist as mul-

iple systems. 

.3. Satellite formation mechanisms in context of large asteroids 

Satellite formation mechanisms span a range of energies that

ost likely are triggered by collisions and probably depend on

he internal structural properties of the primary body. High ve-

ocity impacts between objects of similar size are invoked to

orm Earth’s (e.g. Canup and Asphaug, 2001 ) and Mars’ moons

e.g. Craddock, 2011 ). Impacts on Vesta that likely produced the

eneneia and Rheasilvia impact basins (e.g. Schenk et al., 2012 )

ere energetic enough to launch significant debris that formed

he Vesta family ( Asphaug, 1997 ) and sent fragments on collision

ourse with Earth where they were found as basaltic achondrite
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Table 2 

Forty-one most massive asteroids and their physical parameters. 

Notes: Masses from Baer (2012) , densities from Carry (2012) . Rotation and spin rates from wikipedia entries for 

each asteroid, referenced therein. Pink = no satellites, turquoise = binary, blue = tertiary system. See online version 

for interpretation of colors. 
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eteorites. Yet fragments did not remain in orbit as satellites (e.g.

cFadden et al., 2015 ). Descamps and Marchis (2008) examine the

hysical and orbital characteristics of binary asteroids and sug-

est that asteroidal systems may result from rotational fission or

ass shedding derived from an external torque. In Marchis et al.

2008b) the low density of some binary systems is noted. At the

ther end of the mass continuum and collision velocity scales, are

ecent models simulating collisions between small, low density,

ometary nuclei (e.g. Jutzi and Asphaug, 2015 ) that in some cir-

umstances produce bilobate shapes seen in some comet nuclei. 

Ceres impacts were either not energetic enough to produce gi-

nt impact basins (not likely), or the volatile-rich nature of Ceres’

nterior ( Thomas et al., 2005 ; McCord and Sotin, 2005; Castillo-

ogez and McCord, 2010; Rivkin et al., 2014 ) resulted in dissipa-
ion (sublimation with disintegration) of ejected debris. Another

ossibility is that local resonances produce short-lived orbits in

he vicinity of Ceres. Winter et al. (2009) , for example, show that

ocal resonances can also preserve satellites orbiting asteroids, as

n the case of 87 Silvia. With recent results from the Dawn mis-

ion ( Park et al., 2016 and Marchi et al., 2016) our view of Ceres’

nterior includes its viscous nature and it is possible that en-

rgy transferred to Ceres upon impact may have been damped by

eres’ viscous interior, reducing the energy of ejected projectiles

nd thus increasing the rate of fall back onto Ceres surface. The

olatile-rich nature of Ceres collisional debris is also mentioned in

ivkin et al. (2014) to explain the absence of a Ceres family of as-

eroids. We suggest a similar situation could explain the absence

f satellites reported in this paper. 
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The aspects of satellite formation discussed here call for ad-

ditional exploration of resonances associated with Ceres to fur-

ther constrain both satellite formation and transport mechanisms

from Ceres to Earth. The simplest answer for the case of Ceres

is that the original composition of Ceres as rock and ice, along

with the accretion process, formed a gravitationally relaxed aster-

oid that was not subsequently disrupted by impact-forming colli-

sions. This state of Ceres has been proposed in Marchi et al. (2016)

and found to be consistent with moment of inertia calculations

by Park et al. (2016) . Furthermore, the volatile-rich composition of

bulk Ceres is also consistent with the absence of fragments from

Ceres in the terrestrial meteorite collection. The absence of satel-

lites in Ceres gravitational sphere of influence is therefore consis-

tent with these independent results about Ceres from the Dawn

mission (e.g. Russell et al., 2016 and references therein). 

Instead of saying that satellites are missing, as we did in the

case of Vesta ( McFadden et al., 2015 ), it seems that the protoplanet

formation process sweeps up debris and short-lived ejecta and

that "proto-satellites" re-impact the surface. At Ceres and around

other large, intact asteroids, nothing like what formed the Moon

( Canup and Asphaug, 2001 ), nothing like what formed the satel-

lites of the Giant planets and no catastrophic disruption that has

been hypothesized to form multiple asteroids such as discussed in

Walsh and Jacobson (2015) , Frouard and Compère (2012) for the

Sylvia system and Descamps et al. (2011) , for the Kleopatra system,

has occurred. 

None of this is definitive, yet the fact remains that capture

of satellites is unlikely. Ballistic trajectories of ejecta from im-

pacts into elliptical orbits are also unlikely because a mecha-

nism to change the orbit is lacking on a single body asteroid

( Durda et al., 2004 ), and YORP is not a significant force for large

bodies ( Walsh and Jacobson, 2015 ). Catastrophic disruption, as

modeled by Michel et al. (20 01, 20 04 ) is not applicable for the

largest main belt asteroids, as their near-spherical shapes and high

density (see Table 2 ) suggest that collisions were non-disruptive. 

Do asteroids without satellites have an interior structure keep-

ing them intact and unable to produce satellites orbiting their

primary body today? Looking at their density ( Table 2 ) com-

pared with Earth’s crustal density (2700 kg/m 

3 ) as a reference

for rock with strength, and considering what is known about

the internal structure of some of these asteroids ( Descamps and

Marchis, 2008 ), it seems that asteroids with satellites are likely to

be rubble piles, they have densities less than Earth’s crust. Two

exceptions are the M-type asteroids, 22 Kalliope ( Descamps et al.,

2008 ) and 216 Kleopatra ( Descamps et al., 2011 ), both with density

larger than that of Earth’s crust. They have measured parameters

supporting their metal-rich compositions, and are probably metal-

rich rubble piles with density of 3,400 and 3,600 kg/m 

3 , respec-

tively, considerably lower than ∼7,0 0 0 kg/m 

3 expected of a metal-

dominated object. Both Kalliope and Kleopatra are arguably reac-

creted asteroids from post-collisional disruption of metal-rich pro-

genitors. Asteroids without satellites probably have internal struc-

ture and strength protecting them against complete disruption and

subsequent satellite or binary formation. 

6. Conclusions 

We looked for satellites around Ceres using framing camera im-

ages on the Dawn spacecraft and found none larger than 12 m ra-

dius. Our search is complete down to a distance of ∼15 Ceres radii

or ∼3% of the Hill radius, and we have searched to an upper limit

of detection that is two orders of magnitude smaller than satellites

found around other main belt asteroids. This search is also an or-

der of magnitude smaller than previous attempts to find satellites

of Ceres ( DeMario et al., 2016 ). 
In examining the physical properties of the 41 large and most

assive asteroids, it seems that intact protoplanets do not have

atellites and large asteroids with natural satellites are rubble piles,

aving low density and possibly spun up spin rates as a result of

isruptive collisions that then reaccreted with one or more satel-

ites. Large asteroids without satellites are: (1) not rubble piles, (2)

ave not experienced disruptive impacts, either because of dense

nteriors and/or relatively low energy impacts, and (3) are located

n a region of the asteroid belt with local resonances that are un-

table to multiple systems. Such large bodies without satellites

an be considered intact protoplanets, some of which are known

o be differentiated. These results are consistent with results of

he Dawn mission derived from its instrument complement (e.g.

ussell et al., 2012; Russell et al., 2016 and references therein). 
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